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At the speaker's presentation in Memphis last year I dis-
cussed the recently-discovered late finished $5 Series of 1928B
face plate 147. I had discovered the plate serendipitously almost
two years ago while searching through various $5 Legal Tender
plate ledger files. Here’s the story.

While browsing plate records for the 1928B faces, I noticed
that plates 131 to 156 (all listed on the same page) were certified
in 1935-36, except for one. That was plate 147, which was certi-
fied in 1943! I likely never would have noticed it had the BEP’s
plate handlers not started using date stamps with larger fonts
early in 1940. The jumbo stamped certification date for 147
stuck out like a sore thumb when grouped with the smaller date
stamps used for the other plates.

I mentioned the find to Peter Huntoon and asked him to
check the proof for me on his next trip to Washington. He and I
were preoccupied with other projects then, and plate 147 fell by
the wayside. During 2013 we made some breakthroughs in
small-size mule research. Naturally, we recalled plate 147, lifted
it to the surface, and discovered its true nature. 

The plate was one of numerous master plates salvaged and
turned into production plates by the BEP beginning in 1938.
Other such plates included $1 back 470, $5 back 637, $5 Silver
Certificate face 307, $10 Silver Certificate faces 86 and 87, and
$20 back 204. Face 147 joined that
group when it was certified on
September 6, 1943.

The plate was started over seven
years earlier on March 26, 1936, and
was the first new-gauge master basso
made for $5 legal tender faces. It was
prepared from steel new-gauge mas-
ter plate 146. 

Master basso plates were elec-
trolytic iron plates used as templates
for making altos, that in turn were
used for making actual working
plates. Except for the lack of plate
serials, master bassos were identical
to production plates, inclusive of series dates.

New gauge denoted the increased separation between the
left and right subjects on the plate. The BEP began phasing all
plate production to new gauges in 1934. The new-gauge back
sheets had wider interior margins, and allowed plate printers
more tolerance when printing faces on the sheets.

Face 147 presumably served as a master basso until the BEP
certified the last 1928B face on October 12, 1937. Afterwards
they had turned entirely to making 1928C faces. The plates of
both series were identical except for the plate serials: 1928Bs had
micro plate serials, and 1928Cs had macro serials.

Face 147 was surprisingly finished with intermediate plate

serials--larger than micros, but smaller than macros. One-dollar
back 470 had similar intermediate-sized plate serials. The only
connection, so far, is that both plates were finished four months
apart in 1943.

Unfortunately, unlike back 470 or the other salvaged
plates, 147 never had any press time. Likely that’s because some-
one finally realized in 1943 that it was an obsolete design. By
contrast, the last normal 1928B plate had been used four years
earlier on May 26, 1939.

Plate 147 was finally canceled on December 31, 1946. Its
use would certainly have created some very interesting $5 mules. 
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